
KITS - TEST, MEASUREMENT, & MOTOR CONTROLLER PROJECTS

Serial Port Temperature Data Logger

An 8 pin microcontroller based circuit
for temperature data logging via the serial
port or any PC; a good way to put that
old 386 or 486 to work!  Uses the Dallas
Semiconductor DS1820 sensor (one sup-
plied, will handle up to four).  Assemble
for either “C” or “F” temperature scales.
Sensors may be located remotely, up to
200 yds. away from the PC.  System pro-
vides real-time data via the serial port.
Accuracy to .5o C.

No external power is required.  The data stream is easily
logged and processed.  You must use a terminal program set at
2400 baud, 8 bits, no parity and 1 or 2 stopbits.  Information is
given about a free Term.exe program that you can download from
our associates web site.

No. 80-145

LCD Temperature Meter (Celsius Only)
Designed around a single
IC, the Harris No. 7106, is
this temperature meter with
excellent accuracy. All
parts needed, even a case,
are included except a nine
volt transistor battery.
Instructions also explain
how to use this kit to make
a volt or amp meter in vari-
ous ranges. The circuit
board has room for additional components if
you use it to make a digital panel meter.

No. 80-020

OpAMP Function Generator
A very low
cost and sim-
ple circuit to
generate
square,
pseudo-
sinewave
and triangu-
lar waveforms in the audio frequency
range. Uses a quad OpAMP type LM384.
This is an educational kit and recommend-
ed to instructors and to the person wanting
to understand electronics more thoroughly.

No. 80-230

Logic Probe

An indispensible
piece of equip-
ment for testing
and measuring
digital  equipment.
Normally used for
fault finding and
testing but can also be a great help in design
work or to see how digital equipment works.
Switch for use in both TTL and CMOS.
Detects very fast pulses. Output is 3 LED’s
and audio indicator.

No. 80-240

An introduction to the workings of an
electric motor. A few pieces of metal,
some wire and then add your own
1.5 volt AA battery and the whole
concept of what makes an electric
motor run will be yours. A number of
experiments are included in the
instructions, which the teacher
could use to get young minds really
wrapped up in this project. Snaps
together, no soldering required. (Kit
shown in knocked-down form.)

No. 80-077

DC Electric Motor Kit

DC Motor Speed Controller

Vary the speed
of DC motors
the very best
way with this
kit. Gear boxes
can be costly
and series
resistors may
cause stalling.
This circuit delivers the voltage to the motor
with pulses and the speed is controlled via
pulse width modulation (PWM). The speed con-
trol is a potentiometer, for DC motors up to 100
Volts at a maximum of five amps.

No. 80-670

PC DUAL STEPPER MOTOR CONTROLLER

The kit enables user to control two unipolar stepper motors via
the parallel port. Four digital inputs are also included (these
may be used for monitoring external switches, inputs etc.).
The kit does not require a power supply. 
Included, an extended D-shell plastic case (RS-232 style) and
all parts. A DOS based program written specifically to drive
‘steppers’ is included on diskette, complete with C source
code. (Above, only the PCB is shown.)

Stepper Controller Kit.................Part No. 80-113

A stepper may be used to orient a
video camera, antenna, spotlight etc..
or used for table position in production.
This driver will control a 5, 6 or 8 lead
unipolar stepper motor (often available
from surplus dealers). The circuit per-
mits fast or slow run rate and even sin-
gle stepping into final position; uses
the UCN5804B IC. Four LED’s indicate
movement if motor is remotely controlled (input from 6 to 35 volts).
The kit is supplied with quite a bit of good information, how to iden-
tify motor connections, spec sheets and a list of references for read-
ing about steppers etc. 

Unipolar Stepper Motor Driver Kit

(PHOTO SHOWS BOARD ONLY)

No. 80-109 255

STAIRWAY TO HEAVEN Game
Pressing the switch while a dual LED is
green advances you to to the next stage;
but mess-up and press while red, and you
go back to the beginning. It can be tricky
and a challenge. Fun and teaches some
practical basic electronics. Operates on
9V battery.

No. 80-005


